Seder Songs

Baby Moses Song

Where is Baby Moses, Moses, Moses?
Where is Baby Moses? He’s on the River Nile.
He’s floating in a basket, a basket, a basket.
He’s floating in a basket, on the River Nile.
The princess she went swimming, swimming, swimming.
The princess she went swimming, in the River Nile.
The princess she did save him, save him, save him.
The princess she did save him, from the River Nile.

Dayenu

Ilu hotzi, hotzianu, hotzianu mi-Mitzrayim, hotzianu mi-Mitzrayim, Dayenu!
Ilu natan, natan lanu, natan lanu et haTorah, natan lanu et haTorah, Dayenu!
**The Four Questions**

Ma nishtanah halailah hazeh mikol halaylot, mikol halaylot?
Shebechol halaylot anu ochlin chametz u’matzah, chametz u’matzah.
Halailah hazeh, halailah hazeh kulo matzah (2x)

Shebechol halaylot anu ochlin she’ar yerakot, she’ar yerakot.
Halailah hazeh, halailah hazeh maror (2x)

Shebechol halaylot ayn anu matbilin afilu pa’am echat, afilu pa’am echat. Halailah hazeh, halailah hazeh sh’tay f’amim (2x)

Shebechol halaylot anu ochlin bayn yoshvin u’vayn m’subin, bayn yoshvin u’vayn m’subin.
Halailah hazeh, halailah hazeh kulanu m’subin (2x)

---

**The Frog Song**

One morning when Pharaoh awoke in his bed,
There were frogs in his bed and frogs on his head,
Frogs on his nose and frogs on his toes,
Frogs here, frogs there,
Frogs were jumping everywhere!

---

**Eliyahu HaNavi**

Eliyahu hanavi, Eliyahu hatishbi, Eliyahu, Eliyahu, Eliyahu hagiladi.
Bimhera b’yamenu, yavo aylenu,
Im Mashiach ben David, Im Mashiach ben David.
Miriam’s Song

And the women dancing with their timbrels
Followed Miriam as she sang her song
Sing a song to the One whom we've exalted.
Miriam and the women danced and danced
the whole night long.

As Miriam stood upon the shores and gazed across the sea,
The wonder of this miracle she soon came to believe.
Whoever thought the sea would part with an outstretched hand,
And we would pass to freedom, and march to the promised land.

And the women dancing with their timbrels
Followed Miriam as she sang her song
Sing a song to the One whom we've exalted.
Miriam and the women danced and danced
the whole night long.

And Miriam the Prophet took her timbrel in her hand,
And all the women followed her just as she had planned.
And Miriam raised her voice with song.
She sang with praise and might,
We've just lived through a miracle, we're going to dance tonight.

And the women dancing with their timbrels
Followed Miriam as she sang her song
Sing a song to the One whom we've exalted.
Miriam and the women danced and danced
the whole night long.
Chad Gadya (One Goat)

Chad gadya. Chad gadya.
My father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came a cat that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came a dog and bit the cat, that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came a stick and beat the dog, that bit the cat, that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came the fire and burnt the stick, that beat the dog, that bit the cat, that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came the water and quenched the fire, that burnt the stick, that beat the dog, that bit the cat, that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came the ox and drank the water, that quenched the fire, that burnt the stick, that beat the dog, that bit the cat, that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came the butcher and slaughtered the ox, that drank the water, that quenched the fire, that burnt the stick, that beat the dog, that bit the cat, that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came the Angel of Death and killed the butcher, that slaughtered the ox, that drank the water, that quenched the fire, that burnt the stick, that beat the dog, that bit the cat, that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.

Then came the Holy One, Baruch HaShem, and slew the the Angel of Death, that killed the butcher, that slaughtered the ox, that drank the water, that quenched the fire, that burnt the stick, that beat the dog, that bit the cat, that ate the goat, my father bought for two zuzim, Chad gadya. Chad gadya.
Who Knows One?

Who knows one? I know one. One is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows two? I know two. Two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows three? I know three. Three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows four? I know four. Four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows five? I know five. Five are the books of the Mishnah, and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows six? I know six. Six are the books of the Mishnah, and five are the books of the Torah and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows seven? I know seven. Seven are the days of the week and six are the books of the Mishnah, and five are the books of the Torah and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows eight? I know eight. Eight are the days before a bris, and seven are the days of the week and six are the books of the Mishnah, and five are the books of the Torah and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows nine? I know nine. Nine are the months before a baby’s born, and eight are the days before a bris, and seven are the days of the week and six are the books of the Mishnah, and five are the books of the Torah and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

Who knows ten? I know ten. Ten are these commandments, and nine are the months before a baby’s born, and eight are the days before a bris, and seven are the days of the week and six are the books of the Mishnah, and five are the books of the Torah and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.
**Who knows eleven?** I know eleven. Eleven are the stars in Joseph's Dream, and ten are these commandments, and nine are the months before a baby’s born, and eight are the days before a bris, and seven are the days of the week [clap clap] and six are the books of the [clap] Mishnah, and five are the books of the [clap] Torah and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

**Who knows twelve?** I know twelve. Twelve are the tribes of Yisrael, and eleven are the stars in Joseph's Dream, and ten are these commandments, and nine are the months before a baby’s born, and eight are the days before a bris, and seven are the days of the week [clap clap] and six are the books of the [clap] Mishnah, and five are the books of the [clap] Torah and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.

**Who knows thirteen?** I know thirteen. Thirteen are the ways in which God is good, and twelve are the tribes of Yisrael, and eleven are the stars in Joseph's Dream, and ten are these commandments, and nine are the months before a baby’s born, and eight are the days before a bris, and seven are the days of the week [clap clap] and six are the books of the [clap] Mishnah, and five are the books of the [clap] Torah and four are the mamas, and three are the papas, and two are the tablets that Moses got. And one is our God (3x) in the Heaven and the Earth.